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Parking mode is designed for use when the vehicle when it is left out in public for a couple of hours 

Dashcams are primarily designed for use while the vehicle is being used, hence why most are purposely powered from 
the vehicle on a ignition live. Parking mode is only designed for use when vehicle when it is left out in public for a 
couple of hours. Shopping etc.


Parking mode is not designed for long term use 

Parking mode is not designed for long term use. If a camera is wired to a vehicles electrical system on a permanent 
live, even with a battery save device, you may have issues with vehicle starting after prolonged use.


Modern vehicles are mostly CAN Controlled and monitored, this means the vehicles computer will perform diagnostic 
checks from time to time and these low voltages can cause issues with a camera. The other issues are; 

1, If the vehicle sees an extra draw of power it may not fully hibernate when you lock the vehicle, causing excess 
battery drain.

2, The vehicle may see the extra power drain as a problem and perform a shut down on that circuit preventing the 
camera from functioning correctly or may reduce that circuits capability .

3, The vehicle may flag up an error message on the dashboard that can only be cleared by a dealer.


Remember other systems are also using the battery when parked 

Other considerations are, even with a battery save device, as the battery is used by the camera the capacity of the 
battery will drop and as it does this will increase the mA drawn increasing the rate of drain on the battery. Remember 
other systems are also using the battery when parked, for example, the alarm, central locking ECU and with some 
vehicles trackers. These systems have been included in the day to day use of the battery by design but the camera has 
not been considered in this design. The vehicle will monitor the battery and at certain stages may take preventive 
measures to try to reduce consumption on the battery such as turning off the central locking ECU, allowing you to only 
open the vehicle with the key or maybe even the alarm to try to save enough power for starting. Some vehicles may 
have starting issues if the battery falls below 11.8 volts and these issues can prove costly. 


Constant low level drain on a vehicles battery will also reduce the life of the battery 

If you have a battery save device installed even when this device activates and removes the power from the camera, 
power will still be drawn from the battery by other devices slowly reducing the capacity of the battery and ultimately 
causing starting issues. This can be even more of an issue if you only do short trips, as the battery will never get a full 
charge and the battery will end up is a downward spiral of discharge. This constant low level drain on a vehicles battery 
will also reduce the life of the battery, even more so on the smaller weight saving batteries most modern vehicles use 
these days. In winter this can be even more noticeable.


A battery save device should not be allowed to activate on a regular basis 

In conclusion a battery save device should not be allowed to activate on a regular basis, its designed as a preventive 
device only, for times when you are shopping. A isolator switch should be installed between the vehicles power and 
battery saver so the system can be disabled when parking for longer times, ie. over night, weekends and holidays.


Long term recording through the night or over a weekend 

If you require a system that will give long term recording through the night or over a weekend, for example to recording 
vandalism, then you should install a separate power system utilising a separate battery, ideally a leisure battery, (lead 
acid or lithium) and a split charger to maintain it when the vehicle is being used. This will prevent any drain on the 
starter battery.


